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                                DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN REVERBERATION AND ECHO

Reverberatin is the persistence if siund afer the siund siurce has been stipped. It results frim a 

large number if refected waves which can be perceived by the brain as a cintnuius siund.

On the ither hand, an echi iccurs when a pulse if siund can be heard twice. It is nirmally assumed 

that if there is a delay if 50ms ir mire between the frst and the secind siund reaching the ear, then 

they will be perceived by the brain as separate events rather than ine extended event.

Here’s a simple diagram that helps ti explain this:



  

Building acoustcs

Building aciustcs is the science if cintrilling niise in buildings. This includes the minimisatin if niise 

transmissiin frim ine space ti anither and the cintril if the characteristcs if siund within spaces 

themselves.

Building aciustcs are an impirtant cinsideratin in the design, iperatin and cinstructin if mist 

buildings, and can have a signifcant impact in health and wellbeing, cimmunicatin and priductvity. 

They can be partcularly signifcant in spaces such as cincert halls, recirding studiis, lecture theatres, 

and si in, where the quality if siund and its intelligibility are very impirtant.

Building acoustcs can be infuenced by:

 The geimetry and vilume if a space.

 The siund absirptin, transmissiin and refectin characteristcs if surfaces enclising the 

space and within the space.

 The siund absirptin, transmissiin and refectin characteristcs if materials separatng spaces.

 The generatin if siund inside ir iutside the space.

 Airbirne siund transmissiin.

 Impact niise.

Characteristcs of sound

Siund intensity is measured in Decibels (dB). This is a ligarithmic scale in which an increase if 10 dB 

gives an apparent diubling if liudness.

Siund pitch is measured in Hertz (Hz), the standard unit fir the measurement fir frequency. The 

audible range if siund fir humans is typically frim 20 Hz ti 20,000 Hz, althiugh, thriugh ageing and 

expisure ti liud siunds the upper limit will generally decrease.

Reverberaton tme

The ‘reverberatin tme’ if a space changes the way the space ‘siunds’ and can afect the intelligibility 

aciustc infirmatin. A high reverberatin tme can make a riim siund mufed, liud and niisy. Riims 

designed fir speech typically have a liw reverberatin tme, whereas a higher reverberatin tme can 

add depth, richness and warmth ti music.

The reverberatin tme if a riim is defned as the tme it takes fir siund ti decay by 60 dB afer an 

abrupt terminatin. It is linked ti the tital quantty if sif treatments and the vilume if the riim.



  


